Richard Wright

1908-1960

Variant Name(s): Richard Nathaniel Wright

Books in the LRC collection written BY and ABOUT Richard Wright have the call number(s):

PS 3534 R815

The call number is the address of the book in the LRC. It can be found on the spine of the book. Books housed on the second floor can be checked out for 21 days. Ask for a map of the second floor from the Reference Librarian.

There are books containing information about Richard Wright in the Reference Collection on the first floor. These books cannot be checked out of the LRC, but pages may be photocopied. Literary sets are periodically updated and additional information about your author might be available. Check the latest index for updates.

REF PS 153 N5 A344
_African American Writers_
Look under the author’s last name.

REF PS 129 A55
_American Writers_
Look under the author's last name.

REF PN 56 P55 B43
_Beacham’s Encyclopedia of Popular Fiction: Biography and Resources, volume(s) 3_
Look under either the author's last name in the Author Index or under the title of your author's work in the Title Index. Both indexes are found in the last volume.
REF PN1009 A1 B42
*Beacham’s Guide to Literature for Young Adults*, volume(s) 2
Look under either the author's last name in the Author Index or under the title of your author's work in the Title Index. Both indexes are found in the last volume.

REF PS153 N5 B556
*Black Literature Criticism*
Look under the author's last name.

REF PN490 B53
*Black Writers*
Look under the author's last name.

REF Z 1224 C6
*Contemporary Authors*, volume(s) 108
Look under the author's last name.

REF Z 1224 C65
*Contemporary Authors New Revision Series*, volume(s) 64
Look under the author's last name.

REF PN 771 C59
*Contemporary Literary Criticism*, volume(s) 1, 3, 4, 9, 14, 21, 48, 74
Look under the author's last name. This set also has a separate Title Index to search for a title of your author's work.

REF PN466 L57
*Dictionary of Literary Biography*, volume(s) 76, 102
Look under the author's last name.

REF PN466 L575
*Dictionary of Literary Biography Documentary Series*, volume(s) 2
Look under the author's last name in the Index of the last volume.

REF PN774 L433
*Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th Century*
Look under the author's last name in the Index of the last volume.

REF PN3373 S3844
*Short Stories for Students*, volume(s) 3, 9, 15, 20
Look under the short story title.
REF PN 3321 S5  
*Short Story Criticism*, volume(s) 2, 109  
Look under the author's last name.

REF PN 771 T8  
*Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism*, volume(s) 136, 180  
Look under the author's last name.

**MagillOnLiterature Plus and Literature Resource Center**

The MagillOnLiterature Plus and the Literature Resource Center database may have material about your author and their work(s). MagillOnLiterature Plus is available through EBSCOhost. Literature Resource Center is available through InfoTrac. Both EBSCOhost and InfoTrac are on the LRC's Online Databases page.

**eBook Collection (EBSCOhost)**

E-books are available via EBSCOhost. They are available to be checked out either on or off campus. To checkout e-books you must first setup an account in the LRC. E-books about your author are listed under SUBJECT; e-books written by your author are listed under AUTHOR.

*Richard Wright's Native Son*  
*World of Richard Wright*

**Internet**

The Internet can be a wonderful resource tool; however, using your critical thinking skills and using authoritative sites are essential.

*Richard Wright – IPL Online Literary Criticism Collection*  
*Richard Wright – The New York Times*  
*Richard Wright – Perspectives in American Literature*

**Reference Librarian & Instructor**

Please feel free to stop by and ask the Reference Librarian for assistance. The Reference Librarian is armed with more than thirty different databases and the capability of borrowing materials from other libraries. Specific questions about assignments are better answered by your instructor.